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Outline

• Basic idea of difference-in-difference (DID) designs

• DID with two groups and two time periods

• More general case with many time periods

• Applications

• Card & Krueger (1994): classic paper on minimum wage

• Saarimaa & Tukiainen (2015): common pool

• Currie & Reed (2011): pollution and health

• Other examples
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DID

• We have talked about the idea of using group differences to 

estimate causal effects

• We would like to find treatment and control groups who can be 
assumed to be similar in every way except receipt of treatment

• Without randomization this is very difficult/implausible

• A weaker assumption is that in the absence of treatment, the 

difference between treatment and control groups is constant 

over time (parallel or common trends)

• With this assumption we can use observations on treatment 

and control groups before and after the treatment to estimate 

a causal effect
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DID

• Idea:

• Difference pre-treatment is ‘normal’ difference

• Difference post-treatment is ‘normal’ difference + causal effect of 
treatment

• Difference-in-differences is the causal effect

• DID relies heavily on parallel time trends so visual inspection 

of the data is a very important part of any DID analysis
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Difference-in-differences –
two groups, two time periods



Difference-in-differences graphically
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Difference-in-differences graphically
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Difference-in-differences graphically
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Difference-in-differences graphically
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Difference-in-differences graphically
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Difference-in-differences graphically
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Difference-in-differences graphically
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Example: New Jersey minimum wage 
increase

On April 1, 1992, NJ increased the state 

minimum wage from $4.25 to $5.05; PA’s 

minimum wage stayed at $4.25

Card & Krueger (1994) surveyed about 

400 fast food stores both in NJ and in PA

before (February) and after (November) 

the minimum wage increase

A DID setup

Any common macroeconomic trends 

captured by using the control group 13



Card & Krueger (1994)

• DID more formally

yist: employment at restaurant i, state s, time t

• In DID we compare the following means

E[yist|s = NJ, t = Feb]

E[yist|s = NJ, t = Nov] 

E[yist|s = PA, t = Feb] 

E[yist|s = PA, t = Nov]
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Card & Krueger (1994)

• In Jersey:

E[yist|s = NJ, t = Feb] = mean employment in February

E[yist|s = NJ, t = Nov] = mean employment in November

E[yist|s = NJ, t = Nov] – E[yist|s = NJ, t = Feb] 

= difference in employment

• In Pennsylvania:

E[yist|s = PA, t = Feb] = mean employment in February

E[yist|s = PA, t = Nov] = mean employment in November

E[yist|s = PA, t = Nov] – E[yist|s = PA, t = Feb] 

= difference in employment 15



Card & Krueger (1994)

• The population DID is the treatment effect we are after

δ = (E[yist|s = NJ, t = Nov] – E[yist|s = NJ, t = Feb]) 

– (E[yist|s = PA, t = Nov] – E[yist|s = PA, t = Feb])

• The DID estimator is the sample analog:
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Card & Krueger (1994)

• Surprisingly, employment rose in New Jersey!
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General case



Key assumption I

• The key assumption for any DID strategy is that the outcome 

in treatment and control groups would follow the same time 

trend in the absence of the treatment

• This does not mean that they must have the same mean (or level) of 
the outcome!

• This common or parallel trend assumption is impossible to 

test because you never observe the counterfactual 

• But you can test it indirectly using pre-treatment data to show that 
the trends have been the same in past (only indirect evidence)

• Even if pre-trends are the same one still must worry about other 
policies or something else changing at the same time
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Common pre-treatment trends
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Key assumption II

• The second key assumption is that there are no spillover 

effects or that group compositions do not change because of 

treatment (if using repeated cross-sections)

• In the minimum wage example, this would mean that New Jersey’s 
minimum wage increase does not directly affect employment in 
Pennsylvania

• How plausible is this?
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Key assumption III

• The third key assumption is that nothing else happens at the 

same time as the treatment takes place that would affect the 

control and treatment groups differently
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Applications
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S017626801500021X

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S017626801500021X
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Saarimaa & Tukiainen (2015)



The mergers
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Motivation

• A common pool problem arises when the costs of an activity 

that benefits a small group of people are shared among a 

larger group

• “Law of 1/n” (Weingast et al. 1981, JPE): Due to common pool 
funding and universalism, spending increases as the number of 
decision makers increase => free-riding

• Municipality mergers open an opportunity to study the 

common pool problem and the law of 1/n 

• Municipalities remain autonomous before the merger

• Free-riding incentives related to relative size of merging 
municipalities, not the number of municipalities in the merger

• Electoral punishment unlikely
27



The mergers

• In 2007 a provisional law introduced merger subsidies and 

other merger incentives 

• At the start of 2009, 32 mergers (involving 99 municipalities) 

took place; decided in 2006–07
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Common pool incentives

• Who has incentives to free-ride?

• Some incentives for all municipalities that merge, but 

stronger for relatively small municipalities

• We define a measure of free-riding incentives for municipality i in 
merger j as

freeridei = 1 – taxbasei/taxbasej

• Idea: municipality i internalizes taxbasei/taxbasej of the social 
marginal cost of borrowing

• Higher values of freeride imply stronger incentives to freeride
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Analysis

• The incentives measure is continuous, so for the graphical 

analysis we use groups

• Divide merger group into municipalities with weak and strong 
incentives to free-ride (according to median value of freeride)

• Compare these groups to the no-merger group and each other

• So, we have two treatment groups and a control group, but the DID 
idea is the same
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Main results
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Main results
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Main results
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Main results
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Main results
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Other explanations

36

Did something else 

change at the same time 
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Show me the money
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Testing for common trends (indirectly)
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Testing for common trends (indirectly)
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treatment



Testing for common trends (indirectly)
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that the common trends 

assumption is valid



Conclusions –
Saarimaa & Tukiainen (2015)

• Consistent with the law of 1/n, find clear evidence of free-

riding among merging Finnish municipalities

• Some policy advice:

• Policy 1: Politicians are likely to exploit a common pool if given the 
opportunity to do so (similar evidence from other countries)

• Policy 2: During a merger process, some financial constraints on 
the local level may be a good idea (as in Denmark) 

• Policy 3: For the mergers to be beneficial overall, benefits need to 
be fairly large 
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https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/app.3.1.65

https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/app.3.1.65


Motivation 

• Motor vehicles are a major source of air pollution

• Nationally they are responsible for over 50 percent of carbon 
monoxide (CO), 34 percent of nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and over 29 
percent of hydrocarbon emissions, in addition to as much as 10 
percent of fine particulate matter emissions

• In urban areas, vehicles are the dominant source of these 

emissions
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Research question

• Studies the effect of E-ZPass, and thus the sharp reductions 

in local traffic congestion, on the health of infants born to 

mothers living near toll plazas

• This is interesting for three reasons:

1. There is increasing evidence of the long-term effects of poor health 
at birth on future outcomes

2. The study of newborns overcomes several difficulties in making 
the connection between pollution and health because the link 
between cause and effect is immediate. 

3. E-ZPass is an interesting policy experiment because, while 
pollution control was an important consideration for policy 
makers, the main motive for consumers to sign up for E-ZPass is 
to reduce travel time 44



Selection bias

• Since air pollution is not randomly assigned, studies 

comparing health outcomes for populations exposed to 

differing pollution levels may not adequately control for 

confounding determinants of health

• Families with higher incomes or preferences for cleaner air are 
likely to sort into locations with better air quality, and failure to 
account for this sorting will lead to overestimates of the effects of 
pollution 

• Alternatively, pollution levels are higher in urban areas where there 
are often more educated individuals with better access to health 
care, which can cause underestimates of the true effects of pollution 
on health
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Empirical strategy

• In the absence of a randomized trial, we 

• exploit a policy change that created large local and persistent 
reductions in traffic congestion and traffic related air emissions for 
certain segments along a highway

• compare the infant health outcomes of those living near an 
electronic toll plaza before and after implementation of E-ZPass to 
those living near a major highway but further away from a toll plaza
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Empirical strategy
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Empirical strategy

• “Specifically, we compare mothers within 2 km of a toll plaza 

to mothers who are between 2 km and 10 km from a toll plaza, 

but still within 3 km, of a major highway before and after the 

adoption of E-ZPass in New Jersey and Pennsylvania.”

• Assumption:

• “Our difference in differences research design relies on the 
assumption that the characteristics of mothers near a toll plaza 
change over time in a way that is comparable to those of other 
mothers who live further away from a plaza, but still close to a 
major highway.”
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Results – desc stat and crude DID
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Main results
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Main results
Counterfactual trend in 

the treatment groups
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Main results
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Conclusions – Currie & Reed (2011) 

• We show that E-ZPass reduced the incidence of prematurity 

and low birth weight in the vicinity of toll plazas by 6.7–9.1 

percent and 8.5–11.3 percent, respectively

• These are large but not implausible effects given the correlations 
between proximity to traffic and birth outcomes found in previous 
studies

• Results suggest that policies intended to curb traffic 

congestion can have significant health benefits for local 

populations in addition to the more often cited benefits in 

terms of reducing travel costs
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Other examples



Harjunen (2018): West Metro extension 
and house prices
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Harjunen (2018): West Metro extension 
and house prices
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https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&src

id=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxvc2thcmloYXJqdW5

lbnxneDoxY2JkNmZiMGM4ZWJmMjcx

https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=sites&srcid=ZGVmYXVsdGRvbWFpbnxvc2thcmloYXJqdW5lbnxneDoxY2JkNmZiMGM4ZWJmMjcx


Is this a good DID design?
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Data
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Results – graphical
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Eerola, Harjunen, Saarimaa & 
Lyytikäinen (2019)

• Exploit a tax reform implemented in March 2013

• Raised the transfer tax rate of apartments in multi-unit 

buildings without affecting the tax rate of single-family 

detached houses => a DID design 

• Treatment group = homeowners living in housing units subject  to 
the tax increase (tax rate 1.6% -> 2%)

• Control  group = homeowners whose housing units were unaffected 
by the reform (tax rate constant at 4%)

• Outcome: mobility, i.e. probability that the household moves

• Data: all Finns 2006–2016 
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DID results

https://www.cesifo.org/en/publikationen/2019/working-paper/effects-housing-transfer-taxes-household-mobility

• Is this a good design?

https://www.cesifo.org/en/publikationen/2019/working-paper/effects-housing-transfer-taxes-household-mobility


What is the problem?
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Spillover to control group 

• In a housing market setting the design may be flawed due to 

spillover effects between the treatment and control groups

• If homeowners in the treatment group move less often because of 
the tax increase, the homeowners in the control group may also be 
indirectly affected as now they have less trading partners

• Complement empirical analysis with a model with two 

homeowner segments, apartments and single-family houses

• Combining the empirical and theoretical analyses, we find a roughly 
7.2% reduction in treatment group mobility due to a 0.5 percentage 
point increase in the transfer tax rate

• Our DID estimate of the effect is roughly 5.6%, suggesting a 22% 
downward bias in the estimate. The bias arises because mobility 
decreases by 1.6% also in the control group.
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Harjunen, Saarimaa & Tukiainen (2021)

Mergers 

took place

A five year 

lay-off 

protection 

ended

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/political-science-research-and-methods/article/political-representation-and-effects-of-municipal-

mergers/1DC538037E1E3DC260EA276CD845318D#article

https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/political-science-research-and-methods/article/political-representation-and-effects-of-municipal-mergers/1DC538037E1E3DC260EA276CD845318D#article
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Main results – pre-merger municipality 
level

Notes: The left-hand side figure illustrate the true treatment effects based on municipal seat shares in the 

post-merger councils. The right-hand side figure illustrate the placebo treatments for the non-merged 

control group based on municipal population shares. The non-merged control group is constructed using 

nearest neighbor matching algorithm.
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Green et al. (2016)

Congestion charge 

introduced in London

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0047272715001929

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0047272715001929
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Richardson & Troots (2009)

Congestion charge introduced

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/649603

Differences in the 

districts’ monetary 

policy when crisis 

begins

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/649603


Gradual implementation of a policy
Pekkarinen et al. (2009)

71https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0047272709000619

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0047272709000619


Gradual implementation of a policy
Böckerman et al. (2019)
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https://vatt.fi/julkaisu?pubid=URN%3AISBN%3A978-952-274-235-3

https://vatt.fi/julkaisu?pubid=URN%3AISBN%3A978-952-274-235-3


Event study plots – Böckerman et al.
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Further issues



Implementation

• In practice, estimation of the treatment effect is implemented 

using regression models

• Produces “automatically” the estimate of the treatment effect and 
the standard error

• Data can be either 

• Panel data: data where you observe the same individuals (units) in 
multiple time periods

• Repeated cross-sectional data: e.g. repeated random samples from 
a population where you observe different individuals in different 
time periods

• There are complicated issues concerning implementation of 

event study type designs and the literature is moving forward 

on this (e.g. what is the control group at each stage?) 75



DID recap

• Idea: 

• Even if treated and control groups differ in baseline characteristics, 
we can use observations on treatment and control groups before 
and after the treatment to estimate a causal effect

• Assumptions: 

• The potential outcomes (not observed) would have developed in a 
parallel manner for both groups in the absence of treatment

• No spillovers and coinciding reforms

• Testing for design validity: 

• Visualization: are trends in outcomes parallel before treatment?

• Is there anything else that could have happened to one group but 
not the other? (knowing your institutional setting)
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